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Abstract
Hierarchical DQN (h-DQN) is a two-level architecture of
feedforward neural networks where the meta level selects
goals and the lower level takes actions to achieve the goals.
We show tasks that cannot be solved by h-DQN, exemplifying
the limitation of this type of hierarchical framework (HF). We
describe the recurrent hierarchical framework (RHF), gener-
alizing architectures that use a recurrent neural network at the
meta level. We analyze the expressiveness of HF and RHF us-
ing context-sensitive grammars. We show that RHF is more
expressive than HF. We perform experiments comparing an
implementation of RHF with two HF baselines; the results
corroborate our theoretical findings.
1 Introduction
Hierarchical DQN (h-DQN) (Kulkarni et al. 2016) is a rein-
forcement learning (RL) system that combines deep RL and
goal reasoning. h-DQN uses a two-level hierarchical archi-
tecture: a meta controller at the top level and a controller
at the lower level. The meta controller and the controller
operate at different temporal scales. The meta controller re-
ceives a state s and selects a goal g, which can be achieved
in some state. The controller receives the current state and
g; it takes actions until g is achieved in a state s′. Then the
meta controller receives s′ and selects the next goal g′; the
process repeats. Both levels of h-DQN use deep Q-networks
(DQN) (Mnih et al. 2015) to jointly learn value functions;
the meta controller tries to maximize the cumulative reward
from the environment whereas the controller is motivated by
user-defined intrinsic rewards.
Goal reasoning is the study of agents that are capable of
reasoning about their goals and changing them when the
need arises (Aha 2018; Mun˜oz-Avila, Dannenhauer, and
Reifsnyder 2019). h-DQN selects its goals and plans toward
achieving them while adapting the goal selection process us-
ing RL. Thus h-DQN can be considered a goal reasoning
agent.
To exemplify the capability and limitation of h-DQN, con-
sider a one-dimensional corridor environment shown in Fig-
ure 1 (top), which is based on the environments in (Osband
et al. 2016; Kulkarni et al. 2016). The corridor consists of
7 states from left to right: s0, . . . , s6. An agent starts in s3
(circled) and can move left or right. s0 is the terminal state
# B
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Figure 1: The corridor environment (top). The starting state is
circled. The terminal state is gray. In corridor task (ii), trajectory
(a) results in a reward of +0.01; trajectory (b) results in a reward
of +1.
(gray). In task (i), the agent receives a reward of +1 if it vis-
its s6 (asterisk) at least once and then reaches s0; otherwise,
the reward is +0.01. Figure 1 (a) shows a trajectory that re-
sults in a reward of +1 in task (i). h-DQN is able to generate
this trajectory and obtain the maximum reward in task (i).
Now consider task (ii): the agent must visit s6 at least twice
to receive a reward of +1. We will show that it is impossible
for h-DQN to deterministically generate a trajectory (e.g.,
Figure 1 (b)) that solves task (ii).
h-DQN can be considered an instance of the hierarchi-
cal framework (HF): a two-level architecture of feedforward
neural networks that can use any RL algorithms, not just
Q-learning. HF can use different algorithms for the meta
controller and the controller, whereas h-DQN uses the same
algorithm at each level.
Consider using a recurrent neural network (RNN) in place
of the feedforward network in the HF meta controller. We
refer to this type of architecture as the recurrent hierarchi-
cal framework (RHF). A related instance is feudal networks
(FuNs) (Vezhnevets et al. 2017), which uses RNNs at both
levels. To investigate the effects of a recurrent meta con-
troller, we focus on the case where HF and RHF use the
same controller, isolating the difference in their meta con-
trollers.
In the remainder of this paper, we describe HF and RHF,
and construct two types of context-sensitive grammars that
capture the expressiveness of HF and RHF respectively. Us-
ing the grammars, we show that RHF is more expressive
than HF: (1) any state-goal trajectories generated by an HF
system can be generated by an RHF system; (2) some state-
goal trajectories can only be generated by RHF but not HF.
We present an implementation of RHF. We perform exper-
iments comparing this implementation with two HF base-
lines; the results corroborate our expressiveness analysis of
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HF and RHF.
2 Related Work
The options framework (Sutton, Precup, and Singh 1999)
defines an option as a temporally extended course of actions
consisting of three components: an initiation set I , a policy
pi, and a termination condition β. An agent in a state s can
select an option o if and only if s ∈ I . If o is selected, the
agent takes actions according to pi until o terminates accord-
ing to β.
DQN (Mnih et al. 2015) combines a semi-gradient Q-
learning algorithm (Watkins and Dayan 1992) and a deep
convolutional neural network (CNN) (LeCun et al. 1998) to
learn to play Atari 2600 games. To improve stability, DQN
uses experience replay and maintains both a Q-network and
a target network. The Q-network provides the behavior pol-
icy and updates online. The target network, which is used to
compute the temporal difference error, updates periodically
and remains fixed between updates. DQN plays at human
level or above in 29 of the games, but performs poorly in
Montezuma’s Revenge. This game requires strategic explo-
ration due to sparse rewards. Hierarchical deep RL systems
such as h-DQN (Kulkarni et al. 2016) and FuNs (Vezhnevets
et al. 2017) achieve better performance than DQN in Mon-
tezuma’s Revenge.
The deep recurrent Q-network (DRQN) (Hausknecht and
Stone 2015) replaces the fully-connected layer in DQN with
a layer of long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber 1997), which provides the capability to in-
tegrate state information through time. DRQN learns to
play several partially observable versions of Atari games and
achieves results comparable to DQN.
FuNs (Vezhnevets et al. 2017) is a two-level architecture
consisting of a manager and a worker. Both modules are re-
current: the worker uses a standard LSTM; the manager uses
a dilated LSTM that extends its state memory. The manager
is similar to a meta controller. The distinction is that the
goals are directional in FuNs whereas the goals are states in
h-DQN.
3 Background
Reinforcement Learning. We consider reinforcement
learning for episodic tasks. A decision-making agent in-
teracts with an external environment. The environment is
modeled by a finite set of nonterminal states S, a termi-
nal state τ , a finite set of actions A, a transition function
T : S × A 7→ S, and a reward function R : S+ 7→ R. (S+
is the Kleene plus operation on in S .) At each time step t, the
agent observes a state s(t) ∈ S and takes an action a(t) ∈ A.
At the next time step, the environment transitions to s(t+1);1
the agent receives a reward rt+1. The process repeats until
the terminal state is reached. The objective of the agent is to
1The parentheses in a subscript indicate that the subscript de-
notes a time step. For example, s(0) is the environment’s state at
time step 0. Without the parentheses, the subscript denotes a dis-
tinct element in a set. This notation applies to states, actions, and
goals.
take actions in a way that maximizes the discounted return
(Sutton and Barto 2018):
Gt =
T∑
i=0
γirt+i+1,
where γ is the discount rate, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, and T is the termi-
nal time step.
Context-Sensitive Grammars. A context sensitive gram-
mar (CSG) is a 4-tuple (N,Σ, P, S), where N is a finite set
of nonterminal symbols, Σ is a finite set of terminal sym-
bols, S is the start symbol, and P is a finite set of production
rules. All the rules in P are of the form
αAβ → αγβ,
where A ∈ N , α, β ∈ (Σ ∪N)∗, and γ ∈ (Σ ∪N)+.
Given a set of strings V , the i-th power of V (i.e., the
concatenation of V with itself i times) is recursively defined
as follows:
V 0 = {λ}
V i+1 = {wv | w ∈ V i and v ∈ V }
where λ is the empty string.
4 Expressiveness Analysis
When an HF or RHF system interacts with an environment,
the meta controller receives states and generates goals, form-
ing a trajectory of alternating states and goals. For example,
the string s3g6s6g0s0 represents the state-goal trajectory in
Figure 1 (a). To analyze the expressiveness of HF and RHF,
we define two special types of CSGs that generate strings
representing state-goal trajectories. A synopsis of our argu-
ments is as follows:
1. We describe how HF and RHF generate goals in an envi-
ronment. Then we define two types of CSGs: constrained
and k-recurrent, to represent HF’s and RHF’s goal gener-
ation respectively.
2. We prove that a constrained CSG is a special case of a k-
recurrent CSG. In other words, for any constrained CSG,
there exists a k-recurrent CSG such that both grammars
generate the same strings.
3. We prove that constrained CSGs cannot generate some
string. However, there exists a k-recurrent CSG that can
generate this string.
Combined, these points imply that RHF is more expressive
than HF.
In our analysis, we make the assumption of deterministic
policies: the system selects goals and actions deterministi-
cally after training. RL algorithms oftentimes use an ex-
ploratory stochastic policy. For example, h-DQN uses an -
greedy policy to select goals and actions during training; the
best goal or action is selected with a probability of 1−  and
a random one is selected with a probability of . As learn-
ing proceeds,  is gradually reduced to a small value. We
want to analyze the system’s behavior after it has converged
to deterministic policies and hence make this assumption.
4.1 Expressiveness of HF
HF is a two-level architecture consisting of a meta controller
and a controller. At a time step t, the meta controller receives
a state s(t) ∈ S and selects a goal g(t) ∈ G, where G is a
finite set of goals. From t to a time step t + n when either
g(t) is achieved or the terminal state is reached, the controller
receives s(t+i) and g(t), and takes an action a(t+i), where
0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. At t+ n, if the terminal state is not reached,
the meta controller receives s(t+n) and selects the next goal
g(t+n); the process repeats. Regardless of implementation
details, under the assumption of deterministic policies, the
meta controller defines a function S 7→ G.
To capture the expressiveness of HF, we construct a type
of CSG encompassing the following components:
(a) There can be one or more starting states. For every start-
ing state s, we add one rule of the form: S → s〈META〉.
S is the start symbol. 〈META〉 is a nonterminal symbol
representing the meta controller.
(b) For every state-goal pair {s} 7→ {g} defined by the func-
tion S 7→ G, we add one rule of the form: s〈META〉 →
sg〈ACT〉s. 〈ACT〉 is a nonterminal symbol representing
the controller. The expression sg〈ACT〉 is used to derive
a new state, which is explained in (c).
(c) From t to t + n, the controller receives a state-goal
(s(t+i), g(t)) and takes an action a(t+i), where 0 ≤ i ≤
n− 1. The iteration has three possible outcomes:
i. The controller returns control to the meta controller
when g(t) is achieved in s(t+n) and s(t+n) is not the
terminal state. This is captured by the rule sg〈ACT〉 →
sgs′〈META〉, where s is the state when the meta con-
troller gives control to the controller (i.e., s = s(t)), g is
the goal selected by the meta controller (i.e., g = g(t)),
and s′ is the state satisfying g (i.e., s′ = s(t+n)).
ii. The episode terminates when s(t+n) is the terminal
state. It is possible that g is achieved in s(t+n). This
is captured by the rule sg〈ACT〉 → sgτ , where τ is the
terminal state (i.e., τ = s(t+n)).
iii. The iteration gets stuck in an infinite loop because the
controller never achieves g nor the terminal state is ever
reached. This is captured by the rule sg〈ACT〉 →
sg〈ACT〉, which does not yield any string.
We formally define this type of CSG as follows.
Definition 1. A context-sensitive grammar (N,Σ, P, S) is
constrained if
1. The set of nonterminals N = {S, 〈META〉, 〈ACT〉}.
2. The set of terminals Σ = S ∪ G ∪ {τ}.
3. The set P contains only production rules of the following
forms:
(a) For every starting state s ∈ S , there exists exactly one
rule of the form
S → s〈META〉.
(b) For every s ∈ S, there exists exactly one rule of the
form
s〈META〉 → sg〈ACT〉s,
where g ∈ G.
(c) For every combination of s ∈ S and g ∈ G, there exists
exactly one rule of one of the following forms:
i. sg〈ACT〉 → sgs′〈META〉, where s′ ∈ S.
ii. sg〈ACT〉 → sgτ .
iii. sg〈ACT〉 → sg〈ACT〉.
Example 1. This example shows a constrained CSG that
generates a string representing the state-goal trajectory in
Figure 1 (a), which explains how an HF system solves corri-
dor task (i). We define that gi is achieved in si (0 ≤ i ≤ 6).
Consider a constrained CSG G1 = (N,Σ, P, S). Σ =
{si, gi | 0 ≤ i ≤ 6}. s0 is the terminal state. Some rules in
P are:
S → s3〈META〉 (1)
s3〈META〉 → s3g6〈ACT〉s3 (2)
s6〈META〉 → s6g0〈ACT〉s6 (3)
s3g6〈ACT〉 → s3g6s6〈META〉 (4)
s6g0〈ACT〉 → s6g0s0 (5)
Applying these rules derives
S
1−→ s3〈META〉
2−→ s3g6〈ACT〉s3
4−→ s3g6s6〈META〉s3
3−→ s3g6s6g0〈ACT〉s6s3
5−→ s3g6s6g0s0s6s3
The substring s3g6s6g0s0 represents the target state-goal
trajectory. The substring s0s6s3 is the states visited in re-
verse order; it is an artifact of the derivation.
Theorem 1. Let G = (N,Σ, P, S) be a constrained
context-sensitive grammar and {s0, ga, gb} ⊆ Σ. Then G
cannot generate a string that contains both s0ga and s0gb
as substrings.
Proof. Observe that the only rules that add a g to the right of
an s are of form (b) in Definition 1. Assume that G can gen-
erate a string that contains both s0ga and s0gb as substrings.
Then P must contain at least the following rules:
s0〈META〉 → s0ga〈ACT〉s0 (1)
s0〈META〉 → s0gb〈ACT〉s0 (2)
Since {ga, gb} ⊆ Σ, the inequality ga 6= gb holds. Since
P contains both rules (1) and (2), and there is at most one
rule of the form s0〈META〉 → s0g〈ACT〉s0 in P , the equal-
ity ga = gb must hold, which contradicts the fact that
ga 6= gb. Therefore Theorem 1 holds.
Theorem 1 implies that constrained CSGs cannot gener-
ate a string that contains s3g6s6g5s5g6s6g0s0 as a substring.
This substring represents the state-goal trajectory in Figure
1 (b). This implies that HF systems cannot generate this tra-
jectory.
4.2 Expressiveness of RHF
RHF is a two-level architecture consisting of a meta con-
troller and a controller. RHF differs from HF in that the
RHF meta controller receives as input a sequence of states
instead a single state. Observe that the meta controller has a
finite memory: the meta controller can recall a sequence of
states of up to a certain length k. We define
S≤k =
⋃
0≤i≤k
Si,
where S is the set of nonterminal states and k is a nonneg-
ative integer. s˜ ∈ S≤k represents a chronologically ordered
sequence of states observed by the meta controller before
the current time step. At a time step t, the meta controller
receives s(t)s˜ and selects a goal g ∈ G; then s(t) is appended
to s˜. From t to a time step t+n when either g(t) is achieved
or the terminal state is reached, the controller receives s(t+i)
and g(t), and takes an action a(t+i), where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
At t + n, if the terminal state is not reached, the meta con-
troller receives s(t+n)s˜ and selects the next goal g(t+n); then
s(t+n) is appended to s˜; the process repeats. Therefore, re-
gardless of implementation details, under the assumption of
deterministic policies, the meta controller defines a function
S≤k+1 7→ G.
We construct a type of CSG as follows to capture the ex-
pressiveness of RHF and provide a formal definition after-
ward.
(a) There can be one or more starting states. For every start-
ing state s, we add one rule of the form: S → s〈META〉.
S is the start symbol. 〈META〉 is a nonterminal symbol
representing the meta controller.
(b) For every sequence-goal pair {ss˜} 7→ {g} defined by
the function S≤k+1 7→ G, we add one rule of the form:
s〈META〉s˜→ sg〈ACT〉ss˜. 〈ACT〉 is a nonterminal sym-
bol representing the controller. The expression sg〈ACT〉
is used to derive a new state, which is explained in (c).
(c) The controller receives a state-goal (s, g) and behaves the
same way as in HF. Three outcomes are possible:
i. The controller returns control to the meta controller
when g is achieved in a state s′ and s′ is not the ter-
minal state. This is captured by the rule sg〈ACT〉 →
sgs′〈META〉.
ii. The episode terminates when the terminal state τ is
reached. It is possible that g is achieved in τ . This
is captured by the rule sg〈ACT〉 → sgτ .
iii. The iteration gets stuck in an infinite loop because the
controller never achieves g nor the terminal state is ever
reached. This is captured by the rule sg〈ACT〉 →
sg〈ACT〉.
Definition 2. A context-sensitive grammar (N,Σ, P, S) is
k-recurrent (k is a nonnegative integer) if
1. The set of nonterminals N = {S, 〈META〉, 〈ACT〉}.
2. The set of terminals Σ = S ∪ G ∪ {τ}.
3. The set P contains only production rules of the following
forms:
(a) For every starting state s ∈ S , there exists exactly one
rule of the form
S → s〈META〉.
(b) For every combination of s ∈ S and s˜ ∈ S≤k, there
exists zero or exactly one rule of the form
s〈META〉s˜→ sg〈ACT〉ss˜,
where g ∈ G.
(c) For every combination of s ∈ S and g ∈ G, there exists
exactly one rule of one of the following forms:
i. sg〈ACT〉 → sgs′〈META〉, where s′ ∈ S.
ii. sg〈ACT〉 → sgτ .
iii. sg〈ACT〉 → sg〈ACT〉.
Example 2. This example shows a k-recurrent CSG that
generates a string representing the state-goal trajectory in
Figure 1 (b), which explains how an RHF system solves cor-
ridor task (ii). We define that gi is achieved in si (0 ≤ i ≤
6).
Consider a 2-recurrent CSG G2 = (N,Σ, P, S). Σ =
{si, gi | 0 ≤ i ≤ 6}. s0 is the terminal state. Some rules in
P are:
S → s3〈META〉 (1)
s3〈META〉 → s3g6〈ACT〉s3 (2)
s6〈META〉s3 → s6g5〈ACT〉s6s3 (3)
s5〈META〉s6s3 → s5g6〈ACT〉s5s6s3 (4)
s6〈META〉s5s6s3 → s6s0〈ACT〉s6s5s6s3 (5)
s6g5〈ACT〉 → s6g5s5〈META〉 (6)
s3g6〈ACT〉 → s3g6s6〈META〉 (7)
s5g6〈ACT〉 → s5g6s6〈META〉 (8)
s6g0〈ACT〉 → s6g0s0 (9)
Applying these rules derives
S
1−→ s3〈META〉
2−→ s3g6〈ACT〉s3
7−→ s3g6s6〈META〉s3
3−→ s3g6s6g5〈ACT〉s6s3
6−→ s3g6s6g5s5〈META〉s6s3
4−→ s3g6s6g5s5g6〈ACT〉s5s6s3
8−→ s3g6s6g5s5g6s6〈META〉s5s6s3
5−→ s3g6s6g5s5g6s6g0〈ACT〉s6s5s6s3
9−→ s3g6s6g5s5g6s6g0s0s6s5s6s3
The substring s3g6s6g5s5g6s6g0s0 represents the target
state-goal trajectory. The substring s0s6s5s6s3 is the states
visited in reverse order; it is an artifact of the derivation.
Proposition 1. Any constrained context-sensitive grammar
is 0-recurrent.
Proof. All constrained CSGs satisfy the conditions of Defi-
nition 2. Definition 1 is a special case of Definition 2 where
k = 0. Therefore Proposition 1 holds.
Constrained CSGs and k-recurrent CSGs capture the ex-
pressiveness of HF and RHF respectively. Proposition 1 im-
plies that for any constrained CSG, there exists a k-recurrent
CSG such that both grammars generate the same strings.
Theorem 1 implies that constrained CSGs cannot gener-
ate the string s3g6s6g5s5g6s6g0s0s6s5s6s3, which contains
both s6g5 and s6g0. Example 2 shows that there exists a k-
recurrent CSG that can generate this string. Therefore RHF
is more expressive than HF.
5 Implementation
We describe an implementation of RHF named
Rh-REINFORCE, which is used in our experiments.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of Rh-REINFORCE.
The meta controller is a policy approximator that uses an
RNN. The input to the meta controller is a variable-length
sequence of vectors, each of which represents a state ob-
served by the meta controller at a time step. When the vector
dimension is high (e.g., image pixels), the input is passed to
two convolutional layers with rectifiers. The output of the
convolutional layers is passed to a layer of gated recurrent
units (GRU) (Cho et al. 2014). The output of the GRU layer
is passed to a fully-connected softmax output layer that has
a number of units equal to |G|. When the vector dimension
is low (e.g., the corridor task), the input is directly passed
to a GRU layer followed by an output layer. The last vector
in the output sequence, which corresponds to the most re-
cent time step, is used as a probability distribution to select
a goal.
The controller is an actor-critic model (Konda and Tsit-
siklis 2000) that uses two feedforward neural networks. The
actor has two fully-connected or convolutional layers (de-
pending on the input dimension) with rectifiers, followed by
a fully-connected softmax output layer. The critic has the
same network structure as the actor except that the output
layer uses a linear activation instead of softmax. The input
to the controller is a state extended by a vector representing
the goal selected by the meta controller.
Learning. (Algorithm 1) The meta controller uses REIN-
FORCE (Williams 1992) to learn a parameterized policy
pi(g|s˜; θ). (In this context s˜ is actually ss˜ in the expressive
analysis.) The performance measure is the expected return
E[Gt]. The parameters θ is optimized by gradient ascent on
E[Gt] in the direction
Gt∇ lnpi(g(t)|s˜(t); θ) (1)
The controller uses a one-step actor-critic method (Konda
and Tsitsiklis 2000) to learn a policy pia(a|s, g; θa), and a
value function v(s, g; θv). Compared to REINFORCE, this
method uses the one-step return and the value function as a
baseline to reduce variance. The parameters θa is optimized
using the gradient
δ∇ lnpia(a(t)|s(t), g; θa), (2)
Algorithm 1 Rh-REINFORCE learning
Initialize meta controller policy pi(g|s˜; θ)
Initialize controller policy pia(a|s, g; θa)
Initialize controller value function v(s, g; θv)
1: for episode = 1 to n do
2: trajectory ← [ ]
3: s˜← [ ]
4: Initialize the environment and get state s
5: Append s to s˜
6: while s is not terminal do
7: Select goal g ∼ pi(·|s˜; θ)
8: R← 0
9: sa ← s
10: while not (sa is terminal or g reached) do
11: Take action a ∼ pia(·|sa, g; θa)
12: Get s′, external reward r, intrinsic reward i
13: R← R+ r
14: sa ← s′
15: Update θa, θv
16: end while
17: Append (s, g, R) to trajectory
18: s← sa
19: Append s to s˜
20: end while
21: Update θ
22: end for
where δ = it + γv(s(t+1), g; θv)− v(s(t), g; θv) is the tem-
poral difference error. (it is an intrinsic reward.)
The loss for the value function is L = E[δ2]. The parame-
ters θv is optimized by gradient descent on L in the direction
δ∇v(s(t), g; θv) (3)
In an episode, the meta controller selects a goal g (line
7). Until g is achieved or the terminal state is reached, the
controller takes actions (line 11); after each action, θa and
θv are updated using gradients (2) and (3) (line 15). Af-
ter g is achieved, (s, g, R) is saved to construct a trajectory
(line 17). The process repeats until the episode terminates.
At the end of the episode, the trajectory is used to compute
Gt in gradient (1); then θ is updated using backpropagation
through time for the length of the episode (line 21).
6 Experiments
To demonstrate that RHF is more expressive than HF,
we compare Rh-REINFORCE with two HF systems: h-
REINFORCE (substituting a fully-connected layer for the
GRU layer in Rh-REINFORCE) and h-DQN. The systems
are trained in three variants of the corridor environment and
a grid environment. In each environment, the systems use an
optimal controller, which takes the actions that result in the
shortest path from the current state to a state that satisfies
a given goal (or the most likely actions if the environment
is stochastic). Therefore, any difference in performance be-
tween the systems is due to their meta controllers.
Controller
Environment
Convolution
ReLU
Dense
softmaxConvolution
ReLU
Flatten
GRU
Meta Controller
observation
g ∼ pi(·|s˜; θ)
a ∼ pia(·|sa, g; θa)
Figure 2: The architecture of Rh-REINFORCE for high dimensional input vectors. When the input dimension is low, the meta controller does
not use convolutional layers. The controller has a similar network architecture to the meta controller without a recurrent layer.
6.1 Environments
Corridor. (Figure 1 (b)) The environment is corridor task
(ii). It has 7 states from left to right: s0, s1, . . . , s6. s0 is
the terminal state (gray). The actions are left move and right
move. The agent starts in s3 (circled); at each time step, it
can move to the state immediate to its left or right. (Taking
a right move in s6 has no effect.) To constitute a visit to s6
(asterisk), the agent must move from s5 to s6. The agent
receives a reward of +1 if it visits s6 at least twice and then
reaches s0; otherwise, the reward is +0.01. Actions have
no rewards. An episode ends after 20 time steps; the agent
receives a reward of 0 if it fails to reach s0.
Stochastic Corridor. This a modified version of Corridor
based on the environment in (Kulkarni et al. 2016). It has the
same state configuration and reward function as Corridor.
The difference it that when the agent takes a right move,
with a probability of 0.5, it ends up in the state to its right,
and with a probability of 0.5, it ends up in the state to its left.
An episode ends after 20 time steps resulting in a reward of
0 (the same as Corridor).
Doom Corridor. This is Corridor set in a Doom map cre-
ated using the ViZDoom API (Kempka et al. 2016). It has
the same reward function as Corridor. The agent always
faces right and observes 320 × 240 × 3 RGB game frames.
Each input frame is resized to 100× 100× 3 before passed
to a convolutional layer.
Grid. (Figure 3) This is a navigation task in a 5 × 5 grid-
world. The terminal state (gray) is above the first row. The
landmark states are numbered 1, 2, and 3. The agent starts
at the top left state (circled). To obtain a reward of +1,
the agent must visit landmark 1, return to the circled state,
then visit landmark 2, return to the circled state, then visit
landmark 3, return to the circled state, and finally reach the
terminal state. The visits can be intertwined, for example,
0 1 0 1 2 1 0 3 0 τ still results in a reward of +1. In all other
cases the reward is 0. An episode ends after 60 actions. The
task cannot be solved by HF because it requires a state-goal
# 1
2 3
Figure 3: The grid environment. The starting state is circled. The
terminal state is gray. The landmarks are numbered 1, 2, and 3.
trajectory that contains at least s0g1 and s0gτ , which as per
Theorem 1 cannot be generated by HF.
6.2 Training
In each environment, all three systems use the same fixed
controller. Hence only the meta controller’s parameters are
updated.
Rh-REINFORCE and h-REINFORCE use Algorithm 1 to
learn softmax policies. (Intrinsic rewards and line 15 are not
applicable because only the meta controller is being trained.)
In Corridor and Doom Corridor, the training includes a ran-
dom exploration phase for the initial 1000 episodes, where
the meta controller selects random goals. This phase is not
used in the other two environments.
h-DQN uses a one-step Q-learning algorithm with experi-
ence replay: the replay size is 100000; the batch size is 64;
the target network update rate is 0.001. The goal selection
is -greedy.  decays from 1 to 0.01 over 15000 steps. Other
hyperparameters are summarized in Table 1.
6.3 Results
Rh-REINFORCE outperforms h-REINFORCE and h-DQN
in all the environments. Figure 4 shows the average episodic
returns of 10 runs in each environment.
In Corridor, Rh-REINFORCE learns an optimal policy
in 2000 episodes. h-REINFORCE and h-DQN achieve an
average return of 0.013 and 0.116 respectively after 10000
episodes.
In Stochastic Corridor, Rh-REINFORCE, h-
REINFORCE, and h-DQN achieve an average return
Table 1: Meta controller hyperparameters. All three systems use two convolution layers followed by a GRU/Dense layer in Doom Corridor.
Rh-REINFORCE and h-REINFORCE use the same output activation, loss, and optimizer. h-REINFORCE and h-DQN have the same network
architectures except the output activation, loss, and optimizer. The same learning rate is used across the systems.
Rh-REINFORCE h-REINFORCE h-DQN
Corridor/Stochastic GRU: 64 units Dense 1: 16 units [ReLU]Grid Dense 2: 32 units [ReLU]
Doom Corridor
Conv 1: 32 filters, (8, 8) kernel, strides=4 [ReLU]
Conv 2: 64 filters, (4, 4) kernel, strides=2 [ReLU]
GRU: 256 units Dense: 256 units [ReLU]
Output activation softmax linear
Loss categorical crossentropy Huber
Optimizer Adam RMSprop
Learning rate 0.001
of 0.416, 0.071, and 0.054, respectively. For comparison, a
handcrafted optimal policy has an average return of 0.423;
a random policy has an average return of 0.031.
In Doom Corridor, Rh-REINFORCE, h-REINFORCE,
and h-DQN achieve an average return of 0.835, 0.029, and
0.006, respectively.
In Grid, Rh-REINFORCE learns an optimal policy in
14000 episodes. h-DQN and h-REINFORCE are unable find
an optimal policy after 20000 episodes.
7 Concluding Remarks
The experimental results are consistent with our expressive-
ness analysis. In the deterministic environments, the two
HF systems are unable to generate the state-goal trajecto-
ries that result in the maximum reward; in contrast, the RHF
system is capable of learning to generate the trajectories and
thus obtaining a much higher reward. Since the policies (i.e.,
softmax and -greedy) during training are not deterministic,
it is possible for the HF systems to obtain a high reward by
chance, but they are unable to do so consistently. The same
conclusion holds in the stochastic environment.
We claim neither that an HF or RHF system can optimally
solve an arbitrary RL task nor that they perform better than
other deep RL systems. It is possible for an RL system with-
out a hierarchical architecture to achieve a high performance
in a variety of tasks. Our analysis focuses on the expressive-
ness of HF and RHF, i.e., the kinds of state-goal trajectories
that the frameworks can and cannot generate.
For future work, we want to investigate the expressiveness
of architectures that have additional recurrent levels on top
of the meta level. We conjecture that a single recurrent level
with a sufficient number of units can simulate any number of
recurrent levels and thus adding more levels will not increase
a system’s expressive power.
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